
Lodge Executive Committee 8/10/13  

Held after Second Summer Ordeal                  Acting Secretary: Colin Stapleton  

Youth in attendance:  

Nick Oliver  

Jonathan Davenport  

Nathan Vick  

Morgan South  

Deven Gonzalez  

Michael Davenport  

Mitchell Redenbaugh  

Jake Redenbaugh  

Sebastion Torres  

Ben Brown  

Adults in Attendance:  

Doc Vick  

Ken Green  

Anthony Kenny  

 

Started at 9:03 pm  

Nick opens, introduces Jonathan Davenport for his opinions on what worked during the Ordeal.  

Motion by Nathan, Mitchell second, to open LEC  

Jonathan on ordeal:  

-All work done that was planned  

-Afternoon swimming maybe good for member retention, to show that we are not all work…?  

Nick queries what could be do better.  

Jonathan:  

-Some groups had extended periods of time without work projects.  

-Reward for Elengomats? (discussion among group)  

Ideas: Free or reduced price for ordeal, t-shirt instead of a patch.  

Nick: -Elengomats should be found at least one week before Ordeal (discussion among group)  

Ideas: Brotherhood members might be a better Elengomat choicfe, as the candidates would see someone with bars on 

their sash, instead of just an arrow which is what they will be getting.  



Nick asks for input about ordeal.  

Jonathan: eat in one area for breakfast, as delivering food to multiple areas took a lot of time.  

Jake: Potential Vice Chief of Service should shadow current during an event.  

Nick asks Nathan for a report on the Ceremonies aspect of the Ordeal  

-Ceremonialists were in place before the candidates arrived  

-Need work on investure and closing…  

-Overall good job.  

Mitchell: gator helped with carrying torches around. Would be great to use for next event.  

Nick opens discussion about ceremonies  

Nathan suggests ceremonialist tshirts for next year.  

Nick on food: Different than normal. This was a study for Conclave menu.  

Nick introduces Sebastian and idea for a drum team. Sebastian talks about his former lodge’s drum team.  

Motion by Jake, second by Deven, to make Sebastian Drum Team Chair. Motion passes unanimously.  

Nick: no decision has been made about painting the inside of the Cox OA Building.  

(General consent and discussion/ suggestions)  

Ken: asked about displaying leather Legend in dining hall. That is fine if it is pictograph form.  

Motion by Sebastian, Nathan second to paint inside of Cox OA Building.  

Doc Vick:  

-Deadline for flap designs coming close  

- Service flap sold or earned?  

Jonathan: break even for service, make a profit on sold. (discussion)  

Doc Vick:  

-Difficult ordeal, but great pulloff. The ‘want-to’ became ‘follow-through’  

Nick: thanks to all  

10:00 pm motion by Deven, Sebastian second to close LEC. Motion passes unanimously. 


